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data:bgSequence  Sequence data for background probes.

Description

Sequence data for background probes.

Usage

data(bgSequence)

Format

Sequences are stored within an XDataFrame object with two columns: 'fid' and 'sequence'.

Examples

data(bgSequence)

---

pd.ragene.1.0.st.v1

Annotation package for pd.ragene.1.0.st.v1.

Description

Annotation package for pd.ragene.1.0.st.v1 built with pdInfoBuilder.

Details

This package is to be used in conjunction with the oligo package.
Description

Sequence data for PM probes.

Usage

data(pmSequence)

Format

Sequences are stored within an XDataFrame object with two columns: 'fid' and 'sequence'.

Examples

data(pmSequence)
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